curve C(E) in the projective plane of lines in P2 i.e. in P2. Now the result is as follows.
Theorem 1. The space gPg3 containing the cubic surface gggE is naturally identified with the projectivization of gif1(ddP2, dE( dd-g ddg1) Hl{P2, E(-l))d ® H\P2, E{-d1)) H2 (P2d, d/d\(E(-1) )ddd)d =d Hd2(P2, C?(-3)) = C.
The intersection E H Q is mapped, under the projection n : E -> P2, to the curve ofJLSKC(E).
More generally, the whole theory of Hulek [Hul] of rank 2 vector bundles on P2 with odd C\ can be given a "geometric" interpretation involving some natural generalizations of cubic surfaces, double -sixes and Schur quadrics. This is done in §2 of the paper. This interpretation implies Theorem 1.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In §0 we recall some known (and less known) facts about cubic surfaces and Schur quadrics. In §1 we give a short overview of Hulek's theory of monads corresponding to vector bundles with c\ = -1. In §2 we give an interpretation of Hulek's theory mentioned above.
In §3 we consider bundles of logarithmic 1-forms corresponding to arrangements of 2d lines in P2 in general position. The main result of this section is that all these bundles satisfy certain condition of E -genericity in the sense defined in §2, which makes working with bundles satisfying this condition easier. Finally, in §4 we consider various examples of the previous constructions corresponding to some special types of vector bundles. §0. Cubic surfaces.
0.1. Here we recall some standard known facts about cubic surfaces. All the proofs can be found either in [H] , Ch.V, §4 or in [M] or can be easily reconstructed by the reader. Let pi,...,P6 De s*x distinct points in the projective plane P2.
Assume that no three of these points lie on a line. Denote by Z the union of the points pi and by Jz C Op^y) the sheaf of ideals of Z. The linear system P (H°(Jz(3) )) of cubic curves through Z is of dimension 3 and defines a rational The birational map 7r2 O TT^1 : P2 P2 is given by the linear system of quintics with double points at p2. The two collections of 6 points in P2 given by {7Ti(/i)} and {7T2(/(•)} are associated to each other in the sense of Coble (cf. [DO] , [DK] ).
0.2.
Here we shall discuss somewhat less known facts about the determinantal representation of a cubic surface [B] . A modern treatment of this can be found in [G] , [Gi] . Consider the homogeneous ideal of the subscheme Z i.e. (0.5) /* -Ker{#°(P2,C0(l)@Z*) -H°(P'xqq\JZ(4QDQ))}.
(0.6)
Note that one can also obtain (0.4) from the Beilinson spectral sequence applied to the sheaf Jz{^)-It gives also an isomorphism /* rrffdf^ H1(P21Jz(l)).
It will be convenient for us to regard henceforth our projective plane P2 as
P(V*)
where V is a 3-dimensional vector space. With this choice of notation, the map 7 in (0.4) is given by a. linear map 7* ® V* -> L*. We shall be more interested in the transpose of this map which we denote by g : L ->I®V = rlom(V\I).
(0.7)
Choosing bases in V, I we can regard g as a3 by 3 matrix of linear forms on L.
Here is the classical result on the determinantal representation. Note that a given cubic surface E C P3 has many non-equivalent determi nantal representations corresponding to different ways of blowing down E onto a P2 (i.e. to different choices of a double -six).
0.4.
All the other attributes of the cubic surface E can be easily found from the map g. For example, the set Z can be recovered in terms of g as follows. Consider the partial transposes of (0.7): where z1-C V is the 2-plane orthogonal to 2 G P(V* We shall concentrate on the proof of this proposition. In other words, quadrics in P(L) are identified with sextics in P(V*) with double points at pi £ Z and quadrics from the image of 6 correspond to sextics containing a line.
Proof of the lemma:
We have the commutative diagram where the map Sq takes x x2, the map A takes (j> /\2 (j> and the map on the right is the same as in (0.13). We keep the volume forms in I and V and identify correspondingly the spaces /\2 I and /\2 V with V* and /*. For any (j) 6 Horn(V™,/) of rank 2 the second exterior power /\2 (j) E I* ® V* is a tensor of rank 1. Hence it can be written in the form z* 0 v* for some i* € /*, v* £ V*. This shows that the restriction of the map A o g to the cubic surface S C P(L) coincides with the composition where t t j are the blow-downs from n. 0.3. The map Xog : P(L) -> P(I*(&V*) is given by the linear system Q of quadrics which is the projectivization of the image of the linear map 6 from (0.14). The system Q is spanned by the 2 x 2 minors of the matrix of linear forms on L defining the determinantal representation of S. In other words, the preimage of the linear system of hyperplane sections of P(/* (g) V*) under A o g is the linear system of quadric sections on S which is (the projectivization of) the image of the canonical pairing HQ(P(I*),O(l))®H 0(P(V*)1O(l)) -► tf°(5,C>(2)).
By Theorem 0.3, we can make an identification of the projective spaces P(I*) and where U1-denotes the orthogonal subspace of U in L*. If B is non-degenerate then Uß is the orthogonal complement of U in L with respect to the inverse form B~l G 52L*. If B is degenerate and K C L* is its kernel then Uß is contained in K1for any U.
We shall apply the previous notation for projective subspaces in P(L 
and the maps a and /3 are defined as follows. Let fix(l) be identified with © (-2) where G is the tangent bundle of P(V). Let t : V ® C9P(l<x/)(-l<x) -><1-VE1-VE be the Euler homomorphism twisted by C9( -1) (see [OSS] ). It allows one to identify
The map a is induced by the cup -product a : H1 (E(-2))®V* = H1 (E(-<c<2))®H<d°<c{0<<(V](1))-^ H1 (E(-l)).
( 1.4) Similarly, we have a map t* : <c -• <cV* ® Op(v) which allows us to identify
After this identification the map /J is induced by the cup -product
b : H1 (E(-1))®XXV = H'iE<c<i-l^H^xbxOp^<l)<c<)<x<c^ <c<Hwx><c<c\E).
( 1.6) The cup -product pairing
B : M ® M = H1 (E(-l))®H<L (E{-1))->SFGSGH2((/\
is a symmetric non -degenerate bilinear form on M. We regard it as an isomor and similarly for 6(A').
Note that by a theorem of Grauert-Miilich, the last two properties imply the first one. 
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which together with the fact H°(E) = 0 which follows from the stability of E,
gives an isomorphism
-> H1(E)}=

Ker{a(A) : M ^ H).
(1.9)
Since E\i = 0(p) ® O(q) with p + q = -1, we obtain that was introduced. Let № be the first infinitesimal neighborhood of / in P(V). We use the exact sequence
to obtain
H°(E\,W) = Kev{s(X)
: Hl{E{-2)) -> Hl(E)}.
( 1.11) Here the map s(X) corresponds to the canonical pairing
S2(V*) ® H1 (E(-<x<2)) -• H1(E))
evaluated at A2. In the notation of the previous subsections, s(X) is the compo As we mentioned in the previous section, its monad (1.1) defines (and is uniquely denned by) the following linear algebra data: a linear map (tensor) a : H® V* -> M
(2.1) and a quadratic form (the cup -product)
Our aim in this section is the study of the geometry of some algebraic varieties naturally associated to a and B (and hence to E). We shall call the tensor a (and the bundle E) E -generic if for any /i (E E the rank of aM(n) is exactly 2. We shall see in section 3 that if n is a square then E -generic bundles exist. Since being E -generic is an open condition, this will imply that such bundles form an open dense subset in the moduli space. We shall also see that for (some other) open dense subset in the moduli space the variety E is indeed a surface. However, there are important particular cases when E is reducible and contains components of higher dimension, see n. 3.5 below.
We denote by
2.6. Consider now the partial transpose fiy of the tensor a given in (2.4). We (2.7)
It will be important for us to consider Z as a scheme with the scheme structure given naturally by (2.7). This means that we choose bases in H and M and regard ay as a (77. -1) x n -matrix whose entries are linear forms in A. The n maximal minors of this matrix are taken to be the equations of the subscheme Z.
Since Hom(iJ, Mfqq)n_2 has codimension 2 in Hom(iJ, M), generically one ex pects Z to be O-dimensional and reduced. If this is indeed the case, we shall call the tensor a (and the bundle E) Z -generic. It follows from [Hul] that Z -generic bundles exist for any values of n. Namely, the so-called Hulsbergen bundles will be Z -generic (see also §4 for discussion of these bundles). The meaning of Z is as follows.
Lemma. The support of the scheme Z is precisely the set of jumping lines ofE.
Proof: This immediately follows from considerations of n.1.3. Jz(n-l) ).
Let
(2.11)
The 1-dimensional vector space /\n 1 H®/\n M* can be chased away by choosing bases in H and M.
2.9. Proposition. If dim Z -0 then the operator A in (2.11) is an isomorphism.
In other words, the linear system of curves of degree n -1 through Z is generated by maximal minors of ay.
Proof: We associate to ay, in a standard way, a morphism a of sheaves on P(V*) and denote its cokernel by T\ 0 -> H ® e>p(l/.)(-l) M ® OP(V+} -> T -> 0 (2.12) (the fact that a is infective, follows from dim Z = 0). We claim the following:
Lemma. T is isomorphic to 3z{n
-1)-Under this isomorphism the natural map M -• H° (Jz(n -1)) corresponds, up to a scalar multiple, to the map A from (2.11).
Clearly, Lemma 2.10 implies our proposition in virtue of the exact cohomological sequence of (2.12).
Proof of the lemma:
The assertion follows from the well-known resolution of Eagon-Northcott of the ideal of a determinant variety defined by maximal minors (see [No] , Appendix C.l). However we prefer to give an elementary proof here. the fiber ^^(A) will have dimension > 2 and the variety E will be reducible. We shall see in §3 that such situations do occur for stable bundles.
We choose a bases hi,/in_i
Proposition. Assume that E is Z -generic and no n -1 points of Z lie on a line. Then: (a) The map p : S -+ E is an isomorphism (so, in particular, E' = Ej;
(b) E is a projectively Cohen -Macaulay surface in P(M*) of degree (n-l)2 -(").
Proof: Introducing the Hilbert function H(Z,t) = hQ(<c0P{y*)(t)) -h°(Jz(t)),
and applying exact sequence (2.12), we have H(Z,n-1) = (l/2)n(n + 1) -n = (l/<c<2)n(n -1) = H(Z,n-2) > x<<cH(Z,n-3) <c= (l/<c<2)(n-l)(n-2).
This gives
n -1 = min{* : H(Z,t) = <c<H(Z,t-1)}.
By [DG] , this implies that the linear system of curves of degree n -1 through Z maps S = B1Z(P2) isomorphically into P (H°(Jz(Xc<cn) image of this map i.e., the variety E', is projectively Cohen -Macaulay. Recall that this means that the projective coordinate ring of E' is Cohen -Macaulay. In particular, we get that E' is projectively normal i.e., for any k > 0 the restriction map H0 (P(M*),O(k) )- •  H0(Z',O(k)) is surjective. Since the rational map P(V*) -> E is given by the linear system of curves of degree n -1 through Z, we obtain the assertion about the degree Let C be its moving part and F be its fixed curve. Let d be the degree of F (zero if F = 0). Curves of the pencil C have degree n -1 -d. Suppose that they pass through some m points say, z\,zm of Z. Then, since Z{ remain basic for C after the blow -up, curves from C have the same tangent direction at each Zj ^ z. The curve F passes through the remaining (l/2)n(n -1) -m points of Z. Consider a typical curve C £ C. Let C be its proper transform in S = B1#(P(V*)). Since C moves, its self -intersection index is non -negative so we get 0 < C2 < (n -d -l)2 -2(m -1) - 1 = (n -d)(n -d -1) -2m -(n -d -2 ).
If n -d -2 > 0, we obtain that (n -d)(n -d -1 ) -2m > 0 thus there exists a plane curve of degree n -d -2 passing through 21,zm. Together with the curve P, it defines a curve of degree n -2 passing through all the points of Z.
But Lemma 2.10 and the exact sequence (2.12) show that this is impossible. So we must have d = n -2 and hence m = 1, so t' is a curve ot degree n -2 which passes through all the points of Z except z. If there is another curve, say, F', with this property then we would have a pencil of curves of degree n -2 through Z -{z}. This pencil must then contain a curve passing also through z. This, as
we have just seen, is impossible.
2.17.
Up until now we worked exclusively with the tensor a from (2.1). Now we take into account the non-degenerate quadratic form B G S2M* from (2.2). Let C = B~x be the inverse quadratic form on M*. The following result justifies the name "Schur quadric" for the quadric defined by C. (av(z) )}.
Theorem. Let z G Supp(Z). Then Az is contained in the orthogonal complement (A^)^ of A'z with respect to C . II] moreover, rk a\r(z) = n -2 then we have equality
For any m G = ay(z)(H) we write m = a(z)(h') for some h' G H and obtain (b(X)(av(z)(h')\ h) = (b(\)(av(z)(h), ti)
= (0, h') = 0.
Here we use the property (a3) from n.1.1. Thus we obtain If rank (a(z) ) -n -2 then dim Az = 2, dim Hz = 1 and dim = 77 -2. Thus the dimensions of the spaces and B~1(A'Z) are the same so these spaces are equal. Theorem is proven.
2.18. Remark. Let Z be any set of (") points in P2 such that no curve of degree n -2 contains Z and no lines pass through n -1 points of Z. The linear system of curves of degree n -1 through Z defines a rational map of P2 into Pn_1
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whose image is a nonsingular surface A' classically known as a White surface [R] If n = 4, this is a cubic surface. The surface A is given by vanishing of maxima minors of a 3 X (n -1) matrix of linear forms. A modern proof of these result* can be found in [DG] and [Gi] .
Every White surface comes equipped with a set of (™) lines E Z , z G Z corre sponding to exceptional curves of the blow -up B1^(P 2 ) and a set of (2) curves In particular, when the bundle E is E -generic, we have C(E) = TT^(Q D E) Proof: This is a reformulation of what has been done in n.1.5.
As an application of our formalism of Schur quadrics let us prove a statement about the singular tangent lines of the curves of JLSK which strengthens, under assumptions of genericity, a theorem of Hulek. More precisely, Hulek [Hul] has proven the following fact. Under the correspondence between hyperplanes in P(M*) and curves of de gree 77 -1 in P(V*) through Z, the hyperplane IT corresponds to the reducible curve t + CZ where Cz is the plane curve of degree 77 -2 passing through Z -{z}.
This implies that f C II and so This shows that f is tangent to C(£7) at the point x. Obviously this implies that t is a flex tangent at the branch of C(E) at z corresponding to x. Theorem is proven. §3. Logarithmic bundles.
3.1.
Consider a projective plane P2 = P(V), dim V = 3. Let 7i = (#i, ...,i?m) be an arrangement of m lines in P(V) in general position (i.e., no three of these lines have a common point). Let E(H) = fip^(log'W) be the sheaf of 1-forms on P( V) with logarithmic poles along Hi. Since W is a divisor with normal crossings,
E(7i)
is locally free i.e. we can and will regard it as a rank 2 vector bundle. It was proven in [DK] that this bundle is stable.
We further suppose that the number of lines is even: 777 = 2d. In this case
ClE(H)
= 2d -3. The normalized bundle Enorm(7i) = E(H)(-d+ 1) is a stable bundle with c\ = -l,c2 = (d -l)2. In this section we apply considerations of § §1,2 to bundles JSn0rm(W).
3.2.
It was shown in [DK] that the bundle E(7i) has a resolution of the form
(3.1) 0->/®OPm (-l) In ( The map a in (1.1) is dual to b by means of the form B.
The following is the main result of this section.
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Theorem. Any bundle J5n0rm(W) is S -generic (see n. 2.5).
Proof: In the notation of S2 we have to prove that aM(M*) n Hom(V",,ff-)1SFGSFFF {0}.
(3.12)
We have a commutative diagram (3.14)
By applying Leibnitz' rule for d/dfj and taking into account the fact that ^ g2®
Xi £ H' = Ker(/(^_3)), we get the equalities />(*) 2 1-VE1-VE i = S1, .,2c/.
(3.15
We claim that these equalities imply that t/, = 0 for all i. 
